Aiming at the problem that conventional tracking algorithms are difficult to deal with abrupt motion efficiently, an optimization algorithm called hybrid Teaching-learning-based optimization with Adaptive Grasshopper Optimization Algorithm (TLGOA) is proposed in this paper. Firstly, the non-linear strategy based on tangent function is used to replace the linear mechanism in the standard Grasshopper Optimization Algorithm (GOA). The improved adaptive GOA (AGOA) can avoid the local trapping problem and enhance the global optimization ability, which can handle the problem of abrupt motion. Secondly, considering that Teaching-learning-based optimization (TLBO) has obviously local exploitation operator and fast convergence, a hybrid TLGOA tracker is designed by combining the advantages of both AGOA and TLBO. The approach can enable better tracking accuracy and efficiency. Finally, extensive experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has obvious advantages over other algorithms, and also prove that TLGOA tracker is very competitive compared to other state-of-the-art trackers, especially for abrupt motion tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual tracking is a fundamental problem in computer vision due to its important role in a wide range of applications such as video surveillance, human-computer interaction, medical imaging, to name a few. Although it has attracted increasing interests in recent decades and significant progress have been achieved, visual tracking remains a challenging task due to various factors such as partial occlusion, motion blur, illumination variation, abrupt motion, camera motion, and many more. To further improve tracking performance, many methods have been proposed. These methods are usually divided to two categories: the generative The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Haiquan Zhao. method [1] , [2] and the discriminative method [3] , [4] . In recent years, numerous methods based on correlation filter [5] , [6] and deep learning [7] , [8] have been proposed, which promotes the rapid development of visual tracking.
Although achieving state-of-the-art performance, most of these methods assume that the target has the condition of smooth motion. However, the abrupt motion of targets often occur due to some reasons in real world scenarios, such as fast motion, camera switching, low-frame-rate, etc. In this case, the conventional tracker cannot track effectively. To address the issue, many methods have been proposed subsequently, including detection based tracking methods [9] , [10] , stochastic sampling based tracking methods [11] , [12] , optimization based tracking methods [13] , [14] , etc. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
In the above methods, the detection based tracking methods need pre-training operation, and the stochastic sampling based tracking methods are to find the target by stochastic sampling rather than a certain trajectory in the search area. These methods will cause a lot of time consumption. Therefore, in order to obtain more intelligent search mechanism to solve the visual tracking, swarm optimization algorithms have attracted more researchers' attention because of its robustness and flexibility. These tracking methods have achieved good results. Zhang et al. [15] combined sequence information and multi-layer importance sampling strategy to propose a sequential Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based tracking framework, which was more robust and effective in arbitrary motion or large appearance changes. Nguyen and Bhanu [16] presented the modified Bacterial Foraging Optimization algorithm and utilized it for changing of real-time tracking. The method was better than tracker based on PSO and particle filter in speed and accuracy. Gao et al. [17] proposed bat algorithm to solve tracking problem, which outperformed the other trackers in accuracy and speed. Although these tracking methods work well, they adopt a single swarm optimization algorithm to solve visual tracking. As we all know, exploration and exploitation are two important components of swarm optimization algorithm. However, an optimization algorithm is difficult to balance exploration and exploitation to deal with visual tracking. No one can recommend a method to solve all problems according to no-free-lunch (NFL) theorem [18] . Therefore, this theorem allows researchers to propose new optimization algorithms or improve existing algorithms to solve a wider range of problems.
Hybridizing optimization algorithm is the latest research trend for overcoming the poor exploration ability of one algorithm and poor exploitation ability of the other algorithm. There are many hybrid optimization algorithms proposed such as Genetic Learning PSO (GL-PSO) [19] , hybrid Gravitational Search Algorithm with Dynamic Multi swarm PSO (GSADMSPSO) [20] , hybrid Whale Optimization Algorithm with Simulated Annealing (WOA-SA) [21] , hybrid Bat Algorithm with Harmony Search (BHS) [22] , hybrid Cuckoo Search(HCS) [23] , Sine Cosine Water Wave Optimization (SCWWO) [24] , etc. These literatures show that hybrid optimization algorithms are designed and utilized for complex optimization problems. Of course, these hybrid optimization algorithms also have some advantages for handling visual tracking. Ljouad et al. [25] proposed a new hybrid Kalman Cuckoo Search (CS) tracker, which utilized an improved CS algorithm combined with the Kalman Filter to enhance the initial population's quality. The method was superior to the PSO-based tracker in computational time. Chen et al. [26] introduced a Euclid distance based hybird quantum PSO (HQPSO) and a fast moving object tracking based on HQPSO mean shift algorithm was also designed, which improved tracking efficiency and decreased detection time cost.
Nenavath et al. [27] , [28] a proposed hybrid sine-cosine algorithm with PSO (SCA-PSO) and SCA with Differential Evolution (SCA-DE) for global optimization and visual tracking. These hybrid optimization algorithms can effectively balance exploration and exploitation for dealing with visual tracking. In addition, we have been focusing on hybrid algorithm to solve abrupt motion tracking [13] , [14] , [29] . Zhang et al. [29] proposed an extended kernel correlation filter (KCF) tracker based on simulated annealing method and designed a unified framework to track smooth or abrupt motion simultaneously. Subsequently, Zhang et al. [14] presented an extended CS (ECS) based KCF for abrupt motion tracking. This method utilized ECS to evaluate motion states and designed a model switch to obtain smooth and abrupt motion, which improved the real-time and accuracy of target tracking. In these literatures, the performance of the hybrid algorithm is better than that of the single algorithm.
Recently, Saremi et al. [30] and Rao et al. [31] - [33] proposed GOA and TLBO, respectively. These two algorithms had been applied in lots of fields successfully [34] - [39] and some improved methods were proposed [40] - [43] . Therefore, a novel optimization algorithm called hybrid TLGOA is proposed in the paper, for solving abrupt motion tracking. The approach leverages the complementary properties between exploratory stage of AGOA and the exploitation operator of TLBO to improve both accuracy and efficiency. As shown Fig. 1 , the tracked object undergoes abrupt motion between the consecutive image frames.
The main contribution of our work includes three folds:
(1) A novel optimization algorithm called AGOA is proposed on the basis of GOA, which has stronger searching ability and can avoid local optimum effectively. The AGOA can adapt the problem of abrupt motion.
(2) A novel hybrid TLGOA was proposed based on AGOA with good exploratory stage and obvious exploitation operator of TLBO. 5 benchmark functions and 30 CEC 2014 benchmark problems are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
(3) The hybrid TLGOA is applied to visual tracking, which can improve both robustness and efficiency. The extensive experimental results show that the proposed tracker has much stronger merit compared to GOA tracker, TLBO tracker and 6 state-of-the-art trackers, especially for abrupt motion tracking.
II. TEACHING-LEARNING-BASED OPTIMIZATION AND GRASSHOPPER OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
TLBO is a population-based optimization algorithm and it simulates the teaching-learning process in the class [31] - [33] . In this paper, only the two main phases of the algorithm are considered (i.e., 'teacher phase' and 'learner phase'). In the teacher phase, the teacher distributes his knowledge to all learners. In learner phase, a learner knows about knowledge from other learners.
1) TEACHER PHASE
It is first part of the algorithm where the learner with the highest marks acts as a teacher, and the task of the teacher is to increase the mean marks of the class. The update process of i − th learner in teacher phase is formulated as:
where X i is the solution (mark) of the i − th learner, X teacher represents the teacher's solution (mark), X ave means the average(mark) of all learners, random is a random number in [0,1], and T F is the teaching factor that decides the value of mean to be changed. The value of T F can be either 1 or 2 (1 corresponds to no increase in the knowledge level and 2 corresponds to complete transfer of knowledge), which is again a heuristic step and decided randomly with equal probability as T F = round[1+rand(0, 1){2−1}]. In addition, the new solution X i,new is accepted only if it is better than the previous solution, it can be formulated as:
where f represents the fitness function.
2) LEARNER PHASE
It is second part of the algorithm where the learner updates its knowledge through the interaction with other learners. In each iteration, two learners interact with X m and X n , in which the smarter learner improves the marks of other learners. In learner phase, a learner learns new things if the other learner has more knowledge than him. The phenomenon is described as follows:
The temporary solution is accepted only if it is better than the previous solution, it can be formulated as:
Compared with other optimization algorithms, TLBO does not require any parameters to be tuned, thus making the implementation of TLBO simpler. In addition, TLBO exhibits obvious convergence in [31] - [33] .
B. GRASSHOPPER OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM (GOA)
The GOA is a new population-based optimization algorithm that it simulates behavior of grasshopper swarms in nature [30] . The following subsections discuss the mathematical model in details.
1) INITIAL STAGE
To simulate the swarming behavior of grasshopper in this stage, the following mathematical model can be written as:
where P p is the position of the p − th grasshopper, S p and G p show the social interaction and the gravity force on the p − th grasshopper, and A p indicates the wind advection. The value of S p , G p and A p in Eq. (5) are calculated as follows:
where d pq = P q − P p is the distance between the p − th grasshopper and the q−th grasshopper. d pq = (P q − P p ) d pq is a unit vector from the p − th grasshopper to the q − th grasshopper, g is the gravitational constant, e g indicates a unity vector towards the center of earth, u is a constant drift, and e w is a unity vector in the direction of wind. s(·) is a function to define the strength of social forces, it is obtained as follows:
where f indicates the intensity of attraction, and l is the attractive length scale.
2) UPDATING STAGE
In this stage, Saremi et al. [30] proposed the following mathematical model search while grasshoppers are interacting. Substituting S p , G p and A p in Eq. (5), this equation can be expanded as follows:
Since the grasshoppers quickly reach the comfort zone and the swarm does not converge to a specified point, Eq. (8) VOLUME 7, 2019 cannot be used directly to solve optimization problems. The resultant modified equation can be expressed as:
where P d p is value of the d − th dimension in the p − th grasshopper, ub d and lb d are the upper and lower bound in the d − th dimension, T d is the value of the d − th dimension in the target (best solution found so far). The parameter c is a decreasing coefficient to reduce the range of comfort area, exclusion area and attraction area.
3) SHRINKING FACTOR
For balancing exploration and exploitation, the parameter c is linearly decreased from 1 to 0 over the course of iterations and is calculated as follows:
where c max and c min are the maximum value and the minimum value, respectively. t is the current iteration, and T is the maximum number of iterations.
III. THE PROPOSED HYBRID TLGOA METHOD
In the basic GOA search process, the shrinking factor c is utilized to control the motion step of grasshoppers. This means that once the algorithm falls into local optimum in the early stage of search, it will be difficult to jump out of local optimum and achieve global optimum in the later stage. Therefore, the parameter c should be considered for improvement.
2) IMPLEMENTATION OF AGOA Based on the above problems, the searching process of GOA is very complicated. The searching strategy of parameter c, decreasing linearly with the number of iterations, cannot fully reflect the real searching process. Therefore, the nonlinear strategy is employed to replace the linear mechanism representing the variation of exploring step in the basic GOA. In addition, the location update scheme of GOA is similar to PSO. Therefore, this paper is inspired by the inertia weight in PSO algorithm. The parameter c is calculated as follows:
where k is a constant. In this section, we compare the improved parameter c with the original parameter c, and analyze the value of the constant k as shown in Fig. 2 . We first observe the improved parameter c. For k = 0.3, the convergence rate of the improved parameter c and the original parameter c are very similar in the early stage of the algorithm, but the exploration rate converges to 0 in advance when the number of iterations is 250. In the later stage of the algorithm, the search rate increases gradually so that the algorithm cannot converge to the global optimum. For k = 0.2, although the exploration performance is very good at the early stage, the exploration rate is still very high at the later stage of the algorithm, which cannot guarantee the exploitation performance of the algorithm. Then we compare the improved parameter c (k = 0.25) and the original parameter c. For k = 0.25, the decay degree of the improved parameter c is very slow in the early stage of the algorithm in order to search for the global optimal solution. However, in the later stage of the algorithm, the attenuation degree of the improved parameter c increases to find the local optimal solution more accurately. In a word, the nonlinear parameter c (k = 0.25) has better performance of exploration and exploitation than the original parameter c. Therefore, the constant k is set to be 0.25.
A new optimization algorithm which we call as AGOA, is generated by replacing Eq. (10) in basic GOA with Eq. (11), to control the step size of grasshoppers movement, and ultimately achieves global optimization.
B. HYBRID TLGOA 1) PHILOSOPHY
Balancing exploration and exploitation is crucial since AGOA and TLBO belong to population-based optimization algorithms. The purpose of global exploration is to find a more promising area in whole search area. Local exploitation is to find a better solution in some local areas based on previous knowledge or new information during the search process.
Although AGOA adopts non-linear strategy on c to improve the global search performance and avoid the algorithm falling into local optimum, the same update scheme (random walk) is utilized for exploration and exploitation. This means that AGOA can always find the optimal solution under sufficient evaluation times, but this will not guarantee fast convergence. However, TLBO does not require any parameters to be set and has obvious local exploitation performance. Therefore, a hybrid TLGOA is proposed. In hybrid TLGOA, we utilize AGOA and TLBO to compensate for each other's deficiencies, where the AGOA is mainly utilized for exploring the search space, and the TLBO has obviously local searching ability. In the beginning stage, the AGOA can perform more performance for exploring the whole regions and making most solution move toward a more promising area. In the later stage, the TLBO will obtain more opportunity for exploiting high-precision solution. As a word, the hybrid method can deal with the conflict global and local search effectively. Moreover, the flow chart of hybrid TLGOA is shown in Fig. 3 .
2) COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
The computational complexity of the proposed hybrid TLGOA mainly depends on TLBO and GOA. However, the computational complexity of basic optimization algorithms is mainly determined by population size (n), the maximum number of iterations (T ) and dimensions of search space (D). The time complexity of the basic GOA is O(n · T · D), and the fitness ranking of individuals costs O(n · log n) computations. For non-linear adaptive parameters, the computational complexity is almost the same as that of linearity (i.e., O(AGOA) ≈ O(GOA)). Since TLBO includes two stages of teaching and learning, time complexity is O(2n · T · D). However, in hybrid TLGOA, the AGOA is utilized to global exploration to make most solution move toward a more promising area. After exploration stage, TLBO algorithm is utilized to local exploitation to get the optimal value. Therefore, the time complexity of the proposed method is O(TLGOA) = O(3n · T · D).
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF HYBRID TLGOA
In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed algorithm, 5 benchmark functions and 30 CEC 2014 benchmark problems are conducted. These 5 benchmark functions employed by many researchers [30] , [41] - [43] . All the experiments are performed on the same machine using MATLAB 2017b.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PARAMETER SETTINGS
In order to verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, 5 optimization algorithms were adopted to compare, namely AGOA, GOA [30] , Modified TLBO (MTLBO) [42] , TLBO [32] and Differential Evolution (DE) [44] , respectively. DE is a classical evolutionary algorithm, which has been studied by many researchers [45] , [46] . The detailed information regarding 5 benchmark functions used is provided in [30] . The 30 CEC2014 benchmark problems are detailed in [47] .
The hybrid TLGOA and other compared algorithms have been simulated on each 5 benchmark functions for comparison. For DE, the convergence time and dimension of the problem should be considered while choosing the value of population size (n). Large n values may affect the calculation time. However, low n may lead to premature convergence and local optimum. According to [44] , [48] , [49] , the reasonable value of population size should be chosen to be in between 5D and 8D (D is the dimension variable. In this experiment, population size n = 5D, n = 8D). For other algorithms, the population size was set to 50. The maximum iterations are set as 1000 for all these algorithms.
Similarly, to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, it was tested on 30 CEC 2014 benchmark problems with D = 10. For DE, population size should be chosen to be in between 5D and 8D (in this experiment, population size n = 50, n = 80). For other algorithms, the population size was set to 50. For CEC 2014, the termination criteria is set to be the maximum function evaluation (FE, i.e., 5000D).
Other initial parameters for 6 optimization algorithms are set as follows:
• GOA [30] : l = 1.5; f = 0.5; c ∈ (0, 1).
• AGOA: l = 1.5; f = 0.5; c ∈ (0, 1); k = 0.25.
• TLBO [32] : The value of TF can be either 1 or 2.
• TLGOA: The parameters of hybrid TLGOA are consistent with those of AGOA and TLBO.
• MTLBO [42] : The parameters of MTLBO are consistent with TLBO.
• DE [48] : The scaling factor is set at 0.5; The crossover constant is set at 0.9. In addition, in order to compare the results of each run and make the results statistically significant, Wilcoxon's ranksum test [50] , a nonparametric statistical test, was carried out at 5% significance level. Considering that the best algorithm cannot be compared with itself, N /A is written for each function to represent the best algorithm that does Not Applicable.
B. EXPERIMENTS FOR 5 BENCHMARK FUNCTIONS
Hybrid TLGOA and other five algorithms were tested and compared 30 times for each of 5 functions (listed in Table 1 ). The experimental results are represented by the statistical data of the best solution of the last iteration, such as average, standard deviation and worst. The results of the algorithms on all test functions are presented in Table 2 . The best outcomes are marked in bold type in tables. As can be seen from Table 2 , the proposed algorithm has certain advantages. It is also clear from Table 3 that this advantage is statistically significant since the P value is far less than 0.05.
Convergence behavior analysis
Convergence rate is used to verify the convergence of hybrid TLGOA algorithm. The convergence rate is to preserve the fitness of the best solution for each iteration and draw the convergence curve as shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 shows the convergence curves of hybrid TLGOA, AGOA, GOA, MTLBO, TLBO and DE for the five functions. For these test functions, the convergence curve of the hybrid TLGOA has an obviously downward trend. This strongly proves that the hybrid TLGOA has a better ability to converge to the global optimum in the process of iteration.
C. EXPERIMENTS FOR FUNCTIONS IN CEC2014
To further illustrate the effectiveness of the hybrid TLGOA, it was tested on 30 benchmark functions from the CEC Table 3 ). ''+'', ''−'', ''≈'' denote that the performance of the corresponding algorithm is statistically better than, worse than, and similar to that of TLGOA, respectively. 2014 with D = 10. For the CEC2014 test function, it is not listed here due to space constrain. The detail description of these function in [47] . It was also compared between TLGOA and AGOA, GOA, MTLBO, TLBO, DE-5D (population size 5D), DE-8D (population size 8D). Table 4 lists the statistical results of the average, standard deviation of CEC2014 functions and the optimal solutions of different algorithms. All the experimental results are based on 51 runs. The best result is shown in bold.
According to Wilcoxon's rank-sum test it is clear that TLGOA performs best in terms of average values for functions C01, C04, C05, C06, C07, C09, C11, C17, C25, C28, C29 and C30. The DE-8D performs best in terms of average values for functions C02, C03 and C18. At the same time, DE-5D and DE-8D are the first parallel algorithms in terms of average values for functions C08, C10, C21 and C22 compared with other algorithms. Note that all algorithms perform best in terms of the average values for functions C12, C13, C16 and C26. For functions C14, C15 and C19, TLBO and MTLBO have the biggest mean among other algorithms. For function C27, TLGOA and DE-8D outperform the other algorithms. Considering the best solutions, TLGOA, DE-5D and DE-8D outperform the other algorithms for functions C20, C23, C24. In addition, it is clear from the last line of Table 4 that our algorithm is very competitive compared to other algorithms on the whole.
Considering the above, it can be concluded that hybrid TLGOA can make an appropriate trade-off between exploration and exploitation and solve complex optimization problems.
V. THE PROPOSED TRACKING METHOD
Suppose there is target (food) in the image being searched. And a group of target candidates (grasshoppers) are randomly generated in the image (state space). The purpose of TLGOA tracker is to find the ''best'' candidate using the proposed hybrid algorithm. Based on this, the flowchart of proposed hybrid TLGOA tracker is shown in Fig. 5 .
It can be seen from Fig. 5 that TLGOA tracker was executed in the t frame of DEER video sequence. We first manually mark the target image of the first frame in the video sequence as a template. Secondly, target candidates are generated using AGOA and TLBO in the whole search space (image) and target candidate area respectively. Then the features of candidate image and template image are extracted. Finally, visual tracking is implemented by similarity measure function.
A. THE FITNESS FUNCTION
For hybrid TLGOA method, we need to design a fitness function. The fitness function measures the similarity between the target and target candidate. In this paper, we utilize correlation coefficient to measure the similarity between target and target candidate. As we all known, the Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) feature can capture edge or gradient structure well, and has the invariance to local geometric and photometric transformations. Therefore, their similarity is computed as:
where D(·) denotes the variance and Cov(·) denotes covariance. X and Y are the HOG feature of the target and target candidate respectively. The fitness function is introduced as VOLUME 7, 2019 follows:
The fitness values affect how new solutions are generated.
B. THE TRACKING IMPLEMENT
In the TLGOA tracker, we first locate the target object in the first frame manually. Secondly, target candidates are generated by TLGOA. Then features of target candidate and target are extracted. Finally, the fitness function is utilized to find the best target candidate as the output of the current frame and the target of the next frame. The pseudo-code of proposed hybrid TLGOA tracker is shown in Algorithm 1.
C. PARAMETERS' SENSITIVITY AND ADJUSTMENT
It is well-known that parameter adjustment is vital for optimization algorithm. The speed and accuracy should be considered simultaneously during the parameter tuning. There are four main parameters in TLGOA tracker, namely n ( population size), f ( the intensity of attraction), l (the attractive length scale), and T (the numbers of iteration), respectively. In this paper, we discuss parameters n, f and l, then the parameter T is designed to be T = 300. In addition, DEER video sequence, coming from the website http://visual-tracking.net, is selected as the testing source material because the video sequence has similar target and abrupt motion. We first analyze the population size n, and other parameters are fixed. We test the performance of the TLGOA tracker with different population size n and observe the tracking results of n = 20, n = 100, n = 150, respectively. Then the tracking results are compared with the coordinates of groundtruth as shown in Fig. 6 .
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the tracking result at frame #0013 deviates from the target when the population size is TABLE 5. The tracking result with different parameter l and f . n = 20. However, when the population size is n = 100 and n = 150, the tracking results are very close to the coordinates of groundtruth. However, there is no doubt that the increasing population size makes the tracker more timeconsuming. Thereby, comprehensive considering the tracking accuracy and speed, we set the best value of the population size to be n = 100.
Then we analyze the parameters l and f . Among them, the parameter l is the attractive length scale and the parameter f indicates the intensity of attraction. In order to display the tracking results of different parameters, we calculate the average fitness value, the average overlap rate and the average center error rate of each set of parameters separately. The best result is shown in red fonts. It can be seen from Table 5 that the parameter l = 1 and f = 1 have the worst performance, whereas l = 1.5 and f = 0.5 show the best result compared to other parameters. Therefore, the parameters l and f are set to be 1.5 and 0.5.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We implemented the proposed tracker in MATLAB R2017b. The experiments were conducted on a PC with Intel Core i5-7500 3.40GHz and 8GB RAM. To verify the feasibility of visual tracking system based on hybrid TLGOA optimization algorithm, the experiments included the following: (1) Performance evaluation of AGOA; (2) Comparison of tracking performance among TLGOA and AGOA; (3) Comparison of the state-of-the-art trackers.
A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF AGOA
To investigate the performance of proposed AGOA, the first frame of FACE1 video sequence is selected as experimental VOLUME 7, 2019 Algorithm material. In addition, the same motion model (social behavior of grasshoppers) and the feature (HOG) are adopted, GOA and AGOA are set the same initial position in the first iteration. In the experiment, the parameters were consistent(i.e., population size n = 50, T = 50, l = 1.5, f = 0.5, k = 0.25). The swarming behavior of GOA and AGOA is shown in Fig. 7 .
As can be seen from Fig. 7 , for GOA method, the diversity of population decreases with the increase of iterations. When the number of iterations t = 0.5T , the population position distribution has deviated from the target. However, the standard GOA utilizes an adaptive linear mechanism representing the variation of exploring step. It is difficult for this mechanism to jump out of local optimum and achieve global optimum in the subsequent search process, which eventually TABLE 6. The video sequences (pre-processing/post-processing).
leads to tracking failure. The AGOA method adopts nonlinear strategy instead of linear mechanism. It is obvious From Fig. 7 that the diversity of the population is guaranteed during the search process and the target is successfully tracked. In general, the AGOA method has stronger searching ability, and the local best can be avoided better.
B. COMPARISON OF TRACKING PERFORMANCE AMONG TLGOA AND AGOA
To verify the robustness and efficiency of TLGOA tracker, just as the Sec. VI-A, the same environment (feature, video sequence and parameter) is selected. In addition, population size and the iteration number are investigated by dividing the range [10, 50] and [20, 100] into equal parts, with each a space 10 and 20, respectively. Other parameters are fixed (i.e., l = 1.5, f = 0.5, k = 0.25). During the testing process, each group of parameters was run 30 times to record fitness values and calculate their average values. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 .
It is obvious from Fig. 8 that the average fitness of TLGOA is always higher than that of AGOA under the same population size and the iteration number. That is to say, compared with AGOA, TLGOA can track targets successfully with fewer population size and the iteration number. In addition, the average fitness of TLGOA increased uniformly with the increase of population size and the iteration number. Therefore, TLGOA tracker has unique advantages in accuracy and efficiency.
C. COMPARISON OF THE STATE-OF-THE-ART TRACKERS
To prove the proposed method can track object successfully, we selected 10 video sequences in the experiment (listed in Table 6 ). The source of the FACE1 is the dataset AVSS2007. ZT, FHC and ZXJ are our own. Other sequences are available on the website http://visual-tracking.net. In this study, for showing the different tracking results with abrupt motion, all video sequences are dealt with in advance in this study, i.e., delete 5 frames for every 5 frames below 300 frames, and delete 5 frames for every 10 frames above 300 frames (listed in Table 6 ). The experiments are performed on both pre-processing video sequences and post-processing video sequences, respectively. We compared TLGOA with GOA, TLBO and 6 stateof-the-art trackers(Fast Compressive Tracking(FCT) [51] , High-Speed Tracking with Kernelized Correlation Filters(KCF) [52] , Accurate Scale Estimation for Robust Visual Tracking (DSST) [53] , Fast Tracking via Spatio-Temporal Context Learning (STC) [54] , Least soft-threshold squares tracking(LSST) [55] and Context-Aware Correlation Filter Tracking(CACF) [56] ). In the course of the experiment, all parameters are fixed(i.e., n = 100, T = 300, l = 1.5, f = 0.5 and k = 0.25). In addition, we adopt both qualitative and quantitative methods to test the pre-processing and the postprocessing video sequences, and observe the experimental results. In qualitative analysis, we manually label by identifying the upper left corner of the tracked target in each frame of the image sequence. In quantitative analysis, the tracking results are evaluated by using distance precision (DP), center location error (CLE) and overlap precision (OP) in [57] .
1) QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
The tracking results with pre-processing video sequences and post-processing video sequences are shown in Fig. 9 (a) and Fig. 9(b) .
In MHYANG video sequence, it is obvious that there is a change in the brightness of the lights. FCT, TLBO and GOA have slightly worse tracking results, while others have similar performance with pre-processing video sequence. However, for post-processing video sequence, STC is failure at frame #0333. TLBO has lost its target, GOA and FCT deviate the target at frame #0800 because of the larger illumination changing. Other trackers complete the whole video sequence.
FISH video sequence has camera shake and illumination change. For pre-processing video sequence, obviously, there is camera shake at frame #0058 and #0312, and the brightness is dimmed at frame #0178. Although all trackers can successfully capture targets, TLGOA and KCF show a better performance. For post-processing video sequence, STC, FCT and LSST lose the target unfortunately before frame #0236.
MAN video sequence undergoes a process from dark to bright. All trackers can track the target successfully in the pre-processing video sequence. For post-processing video sequence, all trackers can track the target successfully before #0015 frame. In addition, we can clearly see that the MAN video sequence has great illumination changes from frame #0015 to frame #0016. This caused all trackers to lose their targets except for CACF, GOA, TLBO and TLGOA. And the four trackers complete the whole video sequence.
It is very clear that JUMPING video sequence has been seriously blurred because of the camera shaking. In this case, for pre-processing video sequence, TLBO, FCT, KCF, DSST and STC lose the target unfortunately before frame #0096. Although TLGOA drifts the target slightly, it recovers quickly. And TLGOA shows excellent performance. All trackers are failures except for TLGOA before the frame #0055 in post-processing video sequence.
DEER video sequence experiences fast motion, motion blur and similar targets. For pre-processing video sequence, DSST, KCF and CACF lose the target at frame #0032. Although they recover tracking in the next few frames, they still cannot track the entire video sequence. On the whole, TLGOA obtains the best tracking results. On the other hand, TLGOA, GOA and TLBO can successfully track the target before frame #0015 in post-processing video sequence. Although KCF can recover quickly, it still cannot track the whole video sequence. However, at frame #0016, TLGOA, GOA and TLBO lost their target because of severe blur, distortion or other factors. In addition, the feature extraction of this paper may also lead to tracking failure. In a word, all trackers are failures.
For FACE1 video sequence, there are scale changes. Evidently, GOA, TLBO and LSST fail to track the target at frame #0210 in pre-processing video sequence. Other trackers can complete the whole video sequence successfully. Among them, DSST has the best performance. For postprocessing video sequence, all trackers have lost their target before frame #0145 except for TLGOA.
For pre-processing video sequences, the maximum displacements of ZXJ, BLURFACE, FHC and ZT video sequences are 70, 71, 188 and 256 pixels, respectively. Among them, ZXJ video sequence shows that the target occurs slight motion blur because of camera shaking continuously. Before the frame #0042, all trackers perform well except for TLBO for pre-processing video sequence. However, other methods all lose the target at frame #0069 except for CACF, GOA and TLGOA. Additionally, LSST deviates the target due to abrupt motion, but it can recover quickly. TLGOA shows the best performance. BLURFACE video sequence was designed the problem of the frame dropping. There has a severe motion blur since the abrupt motion at the frame #0153, #0241 and #0310. Other trackers lost their targets, but TLGOA still can successfully track the target of the whole video sequence. In FHC video sequence, other trackers fail at frame #0073 besides CACF and TLGOA. TLGOA performs much better than 8 other trackers. In ZT video sequence, the motion displacement between the consecutive video frames reaches 256 pixels. Before frame #0035, all trackers are failures except for CACF, GOA and TLGOA. Note that CACF obtains the best results and TLGOA gets the second best.
For post-processing video sequence, the maximum displacements of ZXJ, BLURFACE, FHC and ZT video sequences are 121, 134, 571 and 637 pixels, respectively. Since these video sequences undergo abrupt motion. All trackers lose track targets except for GOA and TLGOA, and TLGOA gets the best performance.
To sum up, compared with other methods, our tracker can keep the better performance and track smooth or abrupt motion simultaneously.
2) QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
In order to directly observe the tracking results of different trackers, we calculate the average overlap rate and average center error rate of all trackers. Table 7 and Table 8 list a persequence comparison of our tracker to GOA, TLBO, FCT, KCF, DSST, STC, LSST, and CACF. Among them, Table 7 refers to average overlap rate and Table 8 is concerned with average error center rate. Red fonts obtain the best results and blue fonts get the second best.
In addition, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the OP and DP of 10 different sequences respectively. Among them, Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 11(a) report the OP of the pre-processing video sequences; Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 11(b) report the DP of the post-processing video sequences. DP is the relative number of frames in the sequence where the center location error is smaller than a certain threshold. OP is defined as the percentage of frames where the bounding box overlap exceeds a threshold. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 can vividly show the performance of different tracking methods, including TLGOA, GOA, TLBO, FCT, KCF, DSST, STC, LSST and CACF.
Based on the above discussion, it is obviously seen in Fig. 10, Fig. 11 , Table 7 and Table 8 that our tracker performs much better than 8 other trackers whether it is pre-processing video sequences or post-processing video sequences. In a word, the proposed method has a good merit for abrupt motion compared with other trackers.
VII. CONCLUSION
During the past 20 years, nature-inspired algorithms have become a hotspot in the optimization computation. In this paper, a hybrid TLGOA tracker is proposed to improve tracking accuracy and efficiency. Among them, a non-linear strategy based on tangent function is introduced into GOA, which is called AGOA. The proposed AGOA have stronger searching ability to handle abrupt motion. 5 benchmark functions and 30 CEC 2014 benchmark problems are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the hybrid TLGOA. At the same time, qualitative and quantitative experiments verify that TLGOA tracker outperforms GOA tracker, TLBO tracker and 6 state-of-the-art trackers, especially for abrupt motion tracking. Choosing the very strong deep features to solve the visual tracking problem will be the focus of our future work.
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